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is kind in steel in
iubject of the auto
reiterated its
31r1 Age
it next year's labor
are. bound to have
Detroit's thinking.
reason," it said. "tilt
are expected to lay
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as a hedge against
or trouble."
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Boys Held For
Marshall
Grand Jury
BENTON Ift —Marshall County
Judge Artelle Haltom today ordered two teen-aged boys charged
with the murder of a 71-year
old forestry camp supervisor held
for the Marshall County grand
Jury.
Haltom relinquished Juvenile
Curt jurisdiction over Arvin
Johnson, 17, Owensboro, and EdHall Jr., 14, Frankfort, which
means they must stand trial
for murder.
Johnson, who has admitted
fatally stabbing Horace A. Kennedy, supervisor of the state
Boys Conservation Training Center at nearby Gilbertsville, was
returned without bond to Marshall County Jail.
Bond for Hall, also charged
in connection with slaying Keneady as he slept, was set at
$5,000.
Denver Callaway, 14, also of
Owensboro, still is being held
ci
jail here on charges of being
an accessory to the fact. Police
In
said he admitted knowledge of
the murder, although he did not
have a part in it.
Commissioner
Welfare
State
Charles Allphin was scheduled
.,to arrive here late today to
mbonfer with county school offiCials on getting the remaining
1
O dependent boys at the camp
back in wchool.

•

Arnold Jones
Named TVA
Director

engine take
ximpetitive
tperformed
•e complete

KNOXVILLE, 'fenn lift — A
Kansas Republican today became
the ninth director in the 24-year
history of the Tennessee Valley
Authority.
Arnold A. Jones was sworn
in during a brief ceremony witkiessed by Gen. Herbert D. Vogel,
chairman of the TVA Board,
Sen. Albert Gore (D-Tenn.) and
other officials
Eisenhower gave
President
Jones a recess appointment after
the Kansans nomination for a
full term bogged down in the
Senate Public Work Committee.
Jones replaces Dr. Harry Curtis, a Democrat, whose nine-year
term expired in May•
•

Local Girl Wins
Prize In Silver

t to give you
haul heavier
a remult, you
r trips. And

Bette Stamps, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John D. Stamps of
Route 3, Murray. has been awarded a prize in a national
contest conducted by Reed and
Barton. silversmiths, this Spring
Je:or high school senior girls all
over the country, in which over
15,000 girls participated.
Before her graduation from
high school, Miss Stamps selected her favorite sterling silver
pattern, Silver Sculpture, at The
Cherry's, jewelers.
In a drawing held recently in
New York, her entry was selected to receive a sterling silver
, _lapel pin, as an honorable men'lion prize.
NOTICE
The Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet tonight
at the Health Center for a Pot
Luck supper at 6:30 o'clock.
All members are urged to attend.
•
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a big, husky
Ond, Hera tuto
year he's in a
rin•t afford to
of a lifetime!

REPORT
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some 530 a.m. temperatures:
Covington 68, Louisville 69. Paducah 71. Bowling Green 72,
Lexington 69, London 69 and
liopkinsville 71.
Evansville, Ind., 67.
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Deadly: yanide Pellets Scatteced Along
Railroad As Train Crashes Into Truck

TELEPHONE LINE

4116

Thoro'breds Woik On Defense Robert Miller 11200 Residents Live In Fear
In Game With Florence Lions To Head Local As Poison Raked Into Boxes
Fund Drive

Murray State College's ThorDuring the last week Bud Vest,
oughbreds, now in their third an end from West Point, Miss.,
week of practice. have-- Lofty, has continued to sparkle in practice, leading the coaches to bef r their
v.,ork ins on defenses ,
have that the loss of both startore-nine game with the Flerence
ing ends of last year team may
rAia
Sta•e. Lions. Spot 28.
not be as serious as once beDesr-ihel by Murray Coach
lieved.
•
Jim Coniston as a Derennallv
The return to the squad of
Neigh hard -knits-king team with
few frills, the Florence team is last year's second-string quarterback, Ronnie Phillips, and a '53
PICKETS UNE the sidewalk in front of Ohio Bell Telephone buildthe ,,nlv Thoroughnreo oppon- letterman at end. Ben
Sydboden.
ing in Cleveland, a scene repeated across the nation in strike of
ent that uses the Alabama box are expected to strengthen :he
Communications Workers of America.
(International)
offense.
team.
The coaches heran searchine
Bill Hina of Sturgis, a letterfor defenses last Thiirsday and
man at tackle has been shifted
expect
devote considerable
to left guard to help meet a
time to 'he proiect in each sesdesperate lack. His chief comsion mei' the game. The Thorpetition for the position 'h a
oughbred offense will be much been from
his freshman brother,
the same las last year.
'Punch', who seems the best
Although
lost
its
Florence
oolift — A
BALTIMORE, Md
choice just now for the underening game last week to Middle
Johns Hopkins scientist reported
study role.
26-0,
Tennessee
Culltvan
said
he
today that he had developed the
The biggest blow of the young
The Dowdy and Gardner D-X still expects the Lions to be one season came last week when it
first successful vaccine aga i
Service Station will open on of Murray's strongest opponents. was discovered that all - OVC
a virus causing common colds_
The virus caused 30 per cent Friday and Saturday of this "Florence, he said. -always be- quarterback, Jere Stripling, had
of the common colds that came week in their location at Fourth gins ekes-. I expect them to play a cracked rib and a separated
Tennessee Tech right down the
to the attention of the developer, and Pine Streets.
shoulder. He is working out in
line Saturday night and then be
Dr. Winston H. Price, in investiRay Dowdy will be the manager a seasoned ball,l ciub the next sweat clothes and may be healgations made o'er a two year
ed enough to start the Florence
of the station arid James Elliott week when they play us."
wind, he said., Price, director
but for the present, the
will be assistant manager.
Coach
of
'ITel
Self
Florence
of the division of'medical ecology
The station offers a complete pretty well agrees with this con- (teaches are assuming that he
at the Johns Hopkins school of juice
set free with the purchase tention. He says that despite' the won't.
hygiene and public health, reof ten galolns or more of D-X
opening loss he believes t h e
ported that in controlled tests or D-X
Boren gasoline on the
squad is odtentially the best he
on more than 400 persons the two days.
Coupons will also be
has had there.
vaccine prevented colds caused issued
for free lubrication of
The Lions were one of the
by the JH (named after Johns Cars.
Hopkins) virus in 80 per cent
three teams that defeated the
Thoroughbredk last year by one
of the cases.
Also given away during
The new vaccine developed by big opening will be a Goodyear point. 19-18. Culliv'an reports
Price is made from the killed Hiway Patrol 28 inch boy's bi- that his team is especially eager
JH virus and was reported to cycle. a Mossberg 16 guage shot- to avenge these one-point losses.
have produced no symptoms, dis- gun. G. E. electric skillet. fie' Also, the series between the hen
comforts or other effects in the free wash jobs and five free oil teams now stands at two vicpersons who received it in the changes. No purchase is necessary tories each, and Murray will be
tests.
trying to go back into the lead.
to register for the prizes.
Tests of the vaccine were con
The Thoroughbred squad is
Twenty five boys met with
Dowdy and Gardner and Mr
ducted with boys in training Elliott urge their friends to call note • down to 64 men, a more their parents at t he Murray
schools which cooperated in the on them during their opening workable group. The coaches are Training School Tuesday night
stpdies during an epidemic which and to register for the many spending much of their time in at 7:30 p.m for the purpose
occurred normally
prizes.
polishing a squad of 35, most of of organizing a Cub Scout Pack.
The station will handle D-X whom will see some action in - Hugh Miller, District Scout
products and Goodyear tires and the first game. Today is the last Executive, explained to the group
in detail how to go about organiztubes.
day of two practice sess;ons.
ing a pack. after which Oren
Hull, Committee Chairman took
charge of the meeting and orgBy UNITED PRESS
anized the pack which will start
There was good curing weather
out with three dens, as follows.
for burley in the western part
Den No. I. Al Parker, Larry
of the state Wednesday, fair in
Wilson, Jerry Lassiter, Steve Patthe central portion and fair to
terson, Bobby Hendon, Wallace
poor in the Blue Grass and
Russell, Den Mother, Mrs. Dub
eastern. Kentucky. Average huParker, Deri Dad, Mr. Robert
midity varied from 65 to 70 per
Russell, Den Chief, David Russell,
cent in the west to 75 to 80
Troop 77.
per cent in the cast.
Den No. 2. Max Russell, Tony
The remains of tropical storm
Washer, Charles Buckner, Billy
Esther are expected to reach
ATOMIC TEST 'SITE. Nev. lift stations, took seismographic re- Housdon, Eddie West, Bobby
Illinois osmetime tonight. A light
underground atomic device cordings despite last-minute in- Gardner, Dan Gardner, Ronny
—An
rain was reported over Tennessee
exploded
with a muffled b u t formation that the blast would be Owen, Jerry Owen, Mike Mctoday with a few light showers
Raney, Den Mothers, Mrs. Mac
miniature earthquake only 1-1000th of a
shuddering
reported in southern Kentucky.
"barely detec- G. M. McRaney. Mrs. &id West,
tunnel
force
a
desert
deep
inside
A midwestern cold front is
Den Dad, Mr. Bill Housdon, Den
table earthquake"
expected to move steeadily east- today. Scientists measured its
Chief, Kenneth Sinclair, Troop
the
ward, approaching west Kentucky violence to help unlock
There was no immediate in- 77.
• earth's secrets
by Friday night.
dication as to how far away or
Den No. 3, Naldie Washburn,
Western Kentucky — Mostly
Nuclear Shot "Rainer."—cnen-1 how deep the seismic waves Don Nanny, Mike Morris, Buddy
cloudy today with a few light naratively puny as A-bomb fir- went through the earth's heavy Dodson, Danny Bazzell, Steve
showers, high 77 to 82. Cloudy ings go and yet• the most power- N.ntk .of rock and inner core. Gordon, Danny Hatcher, Mike
and continued wand tonight and ful ever detonated by U.S. techJones, David Graham, Don Hull,
Estimated yield .of shot "Rai- Den Mother,
Friday with intermittent rain. hicians inside the planet's crust
Mrs. Oren Hull,
Low tonight 65 to 70. High —rumbled off at 10 a.m., p.d.t. nier."—the 21st of the current Den Dad, Mr. Oren Hull, Den
series
—
was
between
eine
Friday 75 to 80.
and
(I p.m. e.d.t.) from a shaft dug
Chief, David Hull, Troop 77,
Curing weather was good 2.000 feet into the desolate mesa three kilotons as its force crashCub Master Captain R. W.
Wednesday and should be fair on the northern end of Yucca ed into the hoolaed extremity of Rowan, Assistant P. Mt. &_ T. of
today with relative humidity Fiat
.
-the tunnel, sealing in its - radioiirriy State College.
ranging from 55 to 65 per cent
The following men were selectAI the chamber's end, around active fallout. Debris cascading
and
afternoon
90
per
cent
this
four sharp right turns and under from the walls apparently halted ed to work together as a cornshould
be
Barns
opened
tonight.
mittee. Institunonal Representa800 feet of rock, the intricate the usual air shock wave.
as much as possible today_ and shot erupted within The eight by
tive, Mac G. McRaney; Chairman,
As
a
result,
the
AEC
achieved
again
tonight eight foot confines of a cavity
fires should be lit
Oren Hull; secretary, Wayne Wilf tobacco dogs not dry sufficiently designed to absorb its force and its primary purpose—to prove son; Achievement Man and Adthat.
linated
nuclear devices can vancement Councellbr
during the day.
Treasurer,
prevent its acting as a huge
be fired underground without
Bill Dodson;Activities Men, Ralph
rifle pointed at the wateland.
escape of radioactive materials Morris, Douglas Jones,
Otis HatThere was little visible un.
into the air.
cher; Public Relations Man, Roy
heave' from the cavern, which
•
collapsed Inside the escarpment
Other scientists—seismologists Gordon.
The last Friday night of each
to 'be sealed possibly for 100 and geophysicists — "looked on"
meetiog
The citizens of Calloway Coun- years front human entrance be- at great distances, interestrein month was selected to be
ty purchased $12,550 in Series cause of " trapped rad ioact ivity. making use of the detonation for night.
E and H Savings Bonds during An Atomic Energy Commission an earth study experiment in
August. bringing the county's lipokesman estimated it would connection with the International
HIGH SCHOOL PARTY
cumulative sales for the year up be a century "before you could Geophysical Year.
tunnel."
enter
the
to $97,581. The county's goal is
Ti) help in future predictions
The mesa appeared to rise
The Junior Class if Murray'
$201.280.
slightly in 'the sunlight, and then of nature's own .tetublors, the High School will. hold an after
settled ,back while loosened rock exact spot of the firing chamber game party tomorrow night after
NOTICE
•
A spaghetti supper for college tumbled from the sides Arid dust was given as latitude 37 degrees, the Murray - High Morganfield
students will be given at the stirred by the sudden jolt swirl- 11.7 minutes; longitude 116 de- football game. The party will be
rectory of St. John's Episcopal ed around scrub cedar and grees, 12.2 minutes; and altitude In the cafeteria of the school.
• ,
•
6,811.4.3 feet ,abo -'Mean see The prices will be 25 cents sta
church, 203 North 16th on Friday juniper trees.
Scientists, , alerted at mu* level.
evening at 6:00 o'clock.
and 35 cents for couples.

Vaccine For Common New D-X Station
Cold h Discovered
Will Open Here
Friday And Saturday

New Cub Pack
Organized
This Week

Curing Weather
Is Reported Good

Explode A - Blast
In Desert Shaft

Countians Purchase
$12,550 In Bonds

By UNITED PRESS
Southwest and north central
Kentucky -- Mostly cloudy today
11th a few light showers, 'high
ge17 to 82 Cloudy and continued
warm tonight and Friday with
'intermittent rain
Low tonight
65 to 70, high Friday 75 to 80.

•
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THAMESVILLE, Ont. lift — A east side of Thamesville, a compassenger train ripped apart a munity of about 1.200 located
tractor-trailer loaded with 15 about 6.5 miles from Detroit.
tons of deadly cyanide pellets
Provi-neial Constable -D onald
just before midnight and left Feir pointed out that any attempt
this town's 1,200 residents in to wash away the dust and
fear of their fixes..
pellets would only touch off
This morning, still faced with deadly fumes. He said the cydangers of children picking up anide was carried in metal drums
poisonous pellets, of .a poisoned and the impact scattered the
water supply and poisonous gas chemical over a quarter mite
fumes, Police Chief Robert Letts area.
said the state of emergency might
Authorities on the scene also
last for three days.
said that washing the chemical
The Speeding Canadian National down with hoses would let the
Railways train hit the 25-ton chemical find its way int,o the
truck-trailer rig of Truck Trans- sewage system which flows into
port Co.,' Dearborn, Mich., at the Thames River. They said it
the east edge of the business would also contaminate the Chadistrict.
tham water supply 17 miles froei
The crash tore the trailer loose here.
from the tractor, ripped the
trailer into twq parts, carried
the larger part a quarter-mile
as graben size cyanide pellets
spewed out, and tore up electric
lines and poles.
Robert 0. Miller
By daylight, 150 men were
The Murray - Calloway County working in the 400 yards along
United Fund organization held the railroad tracks. They swept
the pellets into piles, shoveled
its annlial meeting yesterday
the office of County Judge, Way- their into cardboard cannisters,
Ion Rayburn. Officers were elect- !oar!' d the cartons onto tru,les
ed and, fund chairman named for and took them for burial in
Mrs. C A. Ciark,.. age TR, pasbulldozer gouged ditches. Sore
the next year.
nd away at her home. 719 Syca••
County Attorney, Robert 0. workers probed through bushes
:mire Street, Wednesday motnina
Miller, was elected fund chair- and weeds with gloves in 1.
at 9 o'clock fr-rn complications
man for 1958. The officers elected pellet-by-pellet search.
School children. most accompa- following an extended illness
were: Holmes Ellis. president,
She is survived by her husMaurice Crass Jr., vice-president, nied by their mothers, were- let
band, Charlie A. Clark, Murray;
and Mrs. Joe Pace, secretary - past the wreck scene under police
three daughters, Mrs. Gaylon
treasurer, succeeding Mrs. Ruby escort lest a child pick up a
Smith. Hardin, Mrs. Wildy Ellis,
Pool. Members named • to the pellet.
Murray. Mrs. Boone Lawrence,
economic commitee were the three
Smallest Don Fatal
'Murray; two sons, Kenneth Clark,
officers, Ellis, Crass and Mrs.
Even the smallest dose of cyCharles Clark. Seattle,
Pool. Robert 0. Miller, Glenn anide is fatal if swallowed inter- Murray,
Wash.; one sister. Mrs. F. M.
Doran. George Hart and Ortis nally. Nazi leader Hermann GoerHenton, Livermore, Ky.:- four
Guthrie.
ing chated the gallows following
The nominating committee for his conviction as a war criminal half-sisters, 'Mrs. Leonard Davthe selection of officers and c
by swalowing a cyanide pellet enport. Hardin, Mrs. Mertie Conmittees was composed of Waylon only minutes before his scheduled ner, Paducah. Mrs. Java Cathey,
Paducah. Mrs. Joe Wyles, DeRayburn, George Hart and Glenn execution after World War II.
Doran.
Police said there was danger truit; ten grandchildren and 1
Fonds collected for the Callo- of fumes blanketing the area if great grandchildren.
She was a member- of the
way County Cancer Society in the cyanide was not, creared
the amount of $.1700 were auth- away. Authorities feared d e w Union Ridge Methodist Churchorized to be paid to the Delta early in the morning would wors- in Marshall Coun-ty where the
funeral will be conducted F.iday
Department of the Murray Wom- en the situation.
an's Club, which will administer
Medical experts agreed there afternoon at 2 o'clock 'with Rev.
was greater danger and a profes- Albert Johnson, Bro. R. J. Burpo
the funds.
The Board of Directors will sional chemist employed by Dow and Bro. Lewis Joiner officiatmeet in the near future to deter- Chemical Co. rushed to- the scene ing. Burial will be in the Uni...a
Ridge Cemetery.
mine the allocations and agencies from his home in Sarnia, Ont.
Friends may call at the Max
for the next year. The Budget
J. C. Sluder, driver of the
Committee will be headed hy tractor trailer, crawled from tle H. Churottill Funeral Home until
Dr. Hugh Houston who will make wrecked vehicle, complaining of the futieral hour.
a report at the next meeting burns in his eyes. Doctors said
to be held early in October. he was undergoing examination
Visits
Those present at the meeting at a hospital in nearby Chatham.
yesterday were; Robert 0. Miller, Ont, to determine if he was pois- In
Maurice Crass, Jr., Glenn Doran. oned.
Mack Blaine has returned to
The locomotive -carried wreckHarold Beaman. M. C. Ellis, John
Neal Purdom, Robert Young, Dr. age of the vehicle a . mile down his home in Wheeling, West
Hugh Oakley, Waylon Rayburn, the tracks when the engine air- Virginia following a visit with
Joe Dick, Holmes Ellis, Mr.:. brakes failed. Pieces of t he his cousin, Joe Wimberley .and
Joe Pace, Mrs. Ruby Pool. Mrs. vehicle and a film of cyanide Mrs. Wimberley, at their home
George Hart and Mrs. Everett dust were on the train which on South Thirteenth Street.
While Mr. Blaine was here,
slowly proceeded to Chathani,
Ward Outland,
about 17 miles from Thamesville. he and the Wimberley's visited
another cousin, Mrs. Inez Perry
Disposal .Poses Problem
The accident happened on the in Kennet. Missouri.

Funeral Of
Mrs. Clark
is Friday

Mack Blaine
Wimberley Home

Gets 31 Replies

'FAUBUS' TROOPS STILL:GUARD
It was a dollar classified ad,
and it did the work it was sup
pined to do.
•.
Thlii_la—nine—le--eattr-'"FfelP
Wanted: Baby Sitter. Five days
8:00 to 3:00 p.m. Mrs. Billy
Watkins, Phone 1077- X -J.Mrs. Watkins called this morn•
ing to ask that the ad be taken
out. It was scheduled to run
for three days, but the one day,
yesterday, did the trick.
The Ledger and Time, hit the
streets at 3:00 p.m. yesterday
and by nightfall Mrs. . Watkins
had received 25 calls in answer
to hr ad,
Six more were received this
morning.
All this from a powerful Ledger
and Times paid classified ad.
These nuggets of "pure gold"
represent the most powerful ane
most economical medium of advertising in the Murray area
If' you want to sell something
or buy something. Qr if y,
want to advertise a service or
buy a service, then use the Ledger
and Times classified advertising
columns regularly.
•

NATIONAL GUARD still patrols Central High school area in Little
Rock, Ark., following Gov. Orval Faubits' conferenee with Presi(international Soundphoto),,
dent Eisenhower at Newport, R. L
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THE LEDGER & TIMES Milwaukee, From The Bat Boy
The
Up To The Owner, Feels That
The Worst Is Over For Year

'mom
BOYS' FLANNEL

fTBILISHED BY LEDGER • TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. inc,.
Serssolidauon of the Murray Ledger, The CaLoway Tunas, and
times-Herald. October 211. 1928, and ttie West Kentuckian, January
U.

We reserve the right to reject any Act ertising. Letters to the Editor,
sr Public Voice items which in our 01.1...1110D are not for the he
'merest af our readers.

fifth when the Indians batted
By MILTON RICHMAN
around and routed Russ KernUnited Press Sports Writer
Milwaukee on tier Lou titterer. Harrell. collected 3 of
From
.B
ViITIF
CO. Ma
SAT1ONAL
RF-PRJiraENTATIvES: WALLACE
Perini right down to the Mil- Cleveland's 14 hits while Jim
Monroe. Memphis, Term, 250 Park Ave.. New York; 307 N. ambigua
evaukee bat boy there was a Lemon had 4 of Washington's
St., Boston.
Aye. Chicago; 80 Bolyston S.
fng today that the worst was 10 hits.
Aw. and dna rest ef. the. Nationentered at the Post CilLoto .13ansalso Isetnateskg•simk .1EPPW's,
_
;
a.League took the. Braves' fourSectesd Class Matter
game lead to mean that the penSUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carr.er in Murray. Per *lees Mfs.
i.n: race was over.
kraal 05c. In Calloway and adjsensig °aunties, peer year $3 50;
The Braves could almost feel
snore, $5.50.
the flag' in their fingears after
By UNITED PRESS
THURSDAY - SEPTEMBER 19, 1957
y beat the Giants, 8:42, Wednight for their third
mcaday
• ••••••eeraeeeeee••
straight victory while the Dodgers defeated the faltering secA BIRLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
GB
'Pct.
W La
ond-place Cardinals. 6-1.
93 53 .637
Lay up his words in your heart. Job 22:22.
The overjoyed Perini had his New York
85 58 .59S
- The Bible covers the span of human life on
eyes and ears on both games Chicago
77 67 .531 15k
from a New York hotel room Boston
this planet and beyond when the world was just
75 70 .517 171,
Detroit BrooklynCanthe
Grand
watched
the
he
of
where
gorge
The
mass.
a nebulous
74 -.486 22
St. Louis contest on TV while Baltimore
yon prove,s_that there are sermons in stones.
;
70 74 .486 22.
Cleveland
4
Milwaukei
the
to
listening
The pure in heart can see and hear Him who
54 90 .375 98
Washington
New York tussle un the radio at
created it all.
53 90 .371 3842
•
City
Kansas
the same Hale.
....
...~.......
.••••••••..
•••••••••••sesssossorsossese••••~••••*......
"I feel 100 per cent better
'4
now," he said happily, after boa
games were over. it looks as if New York 4 Detroit 3
, we're over our _hitting slump and Kansas City .2 Boston 1
Ledger & Times File
Tthe 'Wild &'nes &scan gram Chicago 7 Baltimore 5. night
Cleveland 8 . Washington 3, night
6 far away -1-1---)w-,"-..1fft0y Ste•Vt.Kd of The- pliyiltiti Education Depart- "
Ourdette Wins 16th
;
ment at the college, announces that his office in the a Obt iously back in the groove
ealth Building will be. open at 'S a.m.. Tuesday, Sep- t. the plate. the Braves pounds
mber 30. to issue footbaft- season tickets to those who • ed southpaw Johnny Antonelll Chicago at Washington
Only game scheduled.
and four Giant relievers fur 11
to buy through the booster dub.
Mrs. Bun M. Arnold of Camden. Tenn., announces hits. including three by Johnny
by Andy
e marriage of her daughter. 134n Nell. of Nashville, Logan and a homer
Burdette, meanwhile,
enn., to Joe Stanley Butterworth, son of Dr. and Mrs. poky: Lew
!scored his 10th victory with a Detroit at Kansas City. night
. D. Butterworth of Murray,
four-hitter, one of which vsas Washington at Baltimore. night
Dayton.
of
family
: Lt. Thomas Ross Sammons: and
tra
two week's Wilke. Mays' 35th homer- in the Boston at New York. night .
his
spend'
to
Tuesday
next
arrive
will
hio
1
sixth inning.
Chicago at Cleveland, night
ave with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Sammons.
The victory reduced Milwau.
in Street.
I
ix
"-mask number" to s
- Edwin Waterfield has returned home from a two ke
with nine gimes left to play.
York City Pittsburg. Pa
eks vacation trip to New '
Cinc5inati edged Pittsburgh, 2L Pct. GB
One of the most delightful events for the Long fam- 1, and the. Cubs topped the PhilW. S.
• ad 57 .64i7
of Sommerville, N.J.. who are guests of Mrs.
'Oes. 6-4. in :he other National Milwaukee
by
.84 61 .5-79 4
St. Louis
League games.
ann and Mrs. W. G. Swann. was a program given
8;
81 66 .551
Bneiltisn '
ItIcConHolton
their
and
reduced
Benton
Yankees
of
The
pianist.
Cooper,
rs. Ben
Cincinnati • 76 69 .524 12"
reand
intimate
four
of
to
group
a
number"
smagic
before
11. baritone. of Murray.
72 75 .490 17
ia
tained their 8 VA -gaine lead In Philadelph
.n.
'ends Thursday afterri,
68 80 .459 21ls
York
New
a
with
League
!he Amenoan
58 87 .400 aft
Chicago
4-3 iictory over the Tigers. The
58 90 .392 31 11
Pittsburgh
White Sox - stayed alive with a
!7-3-- wan --o4er Baltimore:, Kansas
i City licked 13ostun, 2-1, a n d
•
. -Cleveland whipped Washington,
4
.
Chicago 6 Philadelphia 4
'cheese
a
like
feel
woiiid
he
Milwaukee 8 New York 2. night
By OSCAR rRALEY
•
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Ladies Ready-To-Wear Sale
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Have You Read The Want Ads?

Mrs. Norsworthy Is Charles Byers Is
Fifth Place Winner
Hostess For Meet
In
Judging Contest
Of 'lest Fork WAIS
The Woman's Missionary 'Society of the West Fork Baptist
Church met in the home of Mrs.
Leota Norsworthy on Thursday.
Septi:Mber 12, at seven - thirty
o'clock in the evening.
Mrs. Bobby Johnson was In
charge of the program which
was given lit observance of the
week of prayer for state missions. Others- taking-..parr• -were
Mrs. Festus Story, Mrs. Richard
ArmArong. _Mrs. Estelle Ezell.
and Mrs. J. R. Story.
The devotion Was given by
Mrs_ Norsworthy. Miss Maxine
Horton, secretary, called the roll
and Mrs. Armstrong, president,
presided at the meetin, Mrs. B.
K. Trevithan also took part in
the business session.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess during the social
•
hour.
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Mr, and Mr•
children,' Dary ii rid Zane. of stallation service for the officers enuren be the Light of My Life."
ourao, tne uos.ness st•alull
period het Chattantorga. Tenn.. Were 'he (.4 the class fur the new church
M
• 01•3e 1 - en
14
the me cno•rinan announeett that ow
on Suso :. Twelfth 'Street guests of Mrs. Er -in's paren:s. year. She was assisted by
h
•••
f o • the meeting of. the Souls Mr. arid Mrs. Oury Shackelford. I leacher of the class. Mrs. E. C. covie lido given a cneca tor too
Homernaktoo Club held the_ _pest. weekend and atter.ded Jones.
nunorea aeoars k Me DU/ACILI14
the wedding of her brAer. Pat ',The officers are Mrs. C. D. tuna in /lemur of Miss Aloe
.:• -•idY. September 12, with
•
Miss Shirley Vinson. Jr., president; Mrs. Hard.er• bj.n 0111.041i1). A Cdi
to
Mr. Liao): Hopkins as con stess. Shackelferd
old Hopper, nwmbership; Mrs. ol trial:lilts was roma room loos
•
Twelve members aasswered the Mord.rk.
H. W. WiLeon. personal ministry; waters tor the crook.
cal: %oh helpful tioro. Mrs.._
✓
1 he hostesses served refreshloornee Fish read the Beatitudes- were visitors with the latter tsvo . Mrs. E. W. Dunn. secretary Sunflower Self-Rising Corn Meal Mix does make it easy for
.ne snerooers ano one
a. freand ars the fifth chapter of placing membership and three treasurer; Miss Vivian Hale, as- men..
Orein
Mrs.
secreory;
s.state
otos., airs. Jorios /attune. oils.
Matthew She compared tnem
members. Mrs. ..Tip Mit.
you to be sure of mighty fine baking every time! No baking
• Huteun. recording -secretary; Mrs.
us d hew memovr.
ith the beatitudes of the house- ler. - Mrs. t3oha Spiceland.
••••
wit. 'The Horne Bulkier" was Dr. Sarah Horgis, renewed rner: - Tip Miller, publicity; Mrs. Voris
powder or scl to measure and mix in. They've already been
the tele ,tt Mrs F.•kh. reading berehip making a total .4 tweos Wells. room: Mrs. Toy Lenning
and Mrs. Hugo Wilson, transporadded to Sunflower, in the exact amount for perfect lightness
trwsel Mrs. Henry Hargis Ved in four rr.ernbers.
prayer
At Orr
Deoci! us refreshments were tation; Mrs. Velma Wisehart and
and old-time flavor!
Mrs. Joe Williams, community
Mrs. Bill Edri Hens'. r •':-.rm served during 'he social hour:
Airs. liSou Urr was IlLOs Leagi tur
•
the Health Deparment - • ..t.d
the rrive.ing ut the fswasant
The next meeting will be held I missions.
Group e-optains are Mesdames torus e nomemaxers Cluu moo
a paw- interesong and educe- in the home of -Mrs. Porter H•,1Use it for your regular cornbread, use it every time the
illsi on the 'seven clangs": 2andwh...Mrs....I2=o _itastj James Rogers, James Brown, • .sluntray, oePiemuer io, at one
stglibis74-cancer
assisting. on Thursday. October t A:len Russell, .Galen Thurman, coscx in Use ilLerriuon.
recipe calls for corn meal. Try this Sausage Pie recipe sub• The intern -1e594,1 on • Land.. 10, at one-!hirts- o'ciock. in the I Jr:. Hassell Kuykendall. Glindel
Mrs. Paul Hannon
An iroxresting • tom on cancer
groping" was N. rs ably pr o Ors Oelooss
voo cii arc always Reaves. J. M. Converse. Howell was soown uy Mrs. loarval fieumitted by Mrs. Paul Harmon of Meridian, Mississippi. It's
604 Paulding Court
rid by Mr; 0:Se.' Br ovn Sne welcomed. .
Thurman, Rubin James, Castle atm. mrs, nuts urr and Mrs.
Meridian, Mississippi
a good way to discover the wonderful things you con do with
and •
'Parker, Alfred Cunningham,unningha
said each homemaker sh
••••
dunes'gase toe loam
It- Je Pat Lamb.
.1.a1.t. prote sr. her .lawn a oci
egg up
p.
• on sisanoscaping."
. SM iT WO ‘
Sunflower Self-Rising Corn Meal Mix!
lar.doespe Et4,13-kre who pa..t Mrs.'Alois E. Jones. -vice-pres- • Nine mernuera aou five visitors
lawn
,
'
n
the
will
Ike
wee
it
•
1:
Tenn.
KNOXVILLE,
The
presided at the business were present. The visitors were
.11mill tom an opinion uf the . owns'. ape Shnith's number - was up! nopting,
Mrs. it. L. Cooper:, Mts. Dars•al
ser where 'only a few see the
lifirlioth was art-toted for The
During the social 'hour a desMrs. Dave Burireen,
Mith time after -lleirig caught loot course • was served to the hearten,
tenor :f !nr- h'irrit•
salir• &nor' rode. Mr. Pu.::No
ah 'awe that rolled only Is and wenty-three persons present by Md. Maxine .Burkeen, and Mrs.
Sadie Cochran syith the latter
• he hostesses' who were Mrs.
•
••.lindel Reaves. Mrs. Charles Ironing the ,club.
The October meeting will bet
;Sole. Mrs. Joe Pat Larrib. Mrs.
* E L.S TONITE
W.11iam T. McCOireo and Mrs. held in the home of Mrs. Milfora
.„9
Orr.
ELEANOR. PARKER,
Borkeen.
rovrog•

S

Bargains In The Pasco
Subdivision On Rya n Avenue

Mrs. Gordon .1loody
Guest Speaker Of
Alice II aters Meet

.0

•
IMIRESAT1ONIS
'his attorney in
a grand jury on
bond of $2,500.
John Mercurio,
charges involvi
fined a maximu
an auto with tit
made shortly b
was blasted by
vale authoritie

Installation Held
At Burkeen Home
For the i'W Class

Another award winner in self-rising recipes!

South Murray Club
Meets In Home Of
Mrs. 011ie Brown

PERSONALS

a baking success every
time with SUNFLOWER!"
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Build your own so
of original Roger;
Silverplote! Save
the free coupon in
each bag of Sunffour
Self-Rising Flour!

Then
overcook.
Sunnot
do
Sft
i
but
pon.
skillet
heavy
2"
Pomo
by
B"
Self
sausage in
Sunflou r
ed 8 by
Brown
ond
lightly greas
milk ond
/Al*
and
to
Corn^Meal
transfer
sugar,
Self4tising
spread over
shortening ond
flower
smooth and minutes. Serve
together. Add
until
Stir
flour
20 to 25
beoten egg
-degree Oven
slightly
425
Baker
sousoge.
servings.
9
to
hot. 6
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'
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SUNFLOWER
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W 0.40*E0
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TINFrarai\DRUM BEAT

MURRAY WHOLESALE GROCERY CO.
Murray, Kentucky

* Also

CHILLY WILLIE CARTOON"

PRIHCE RAINIER of Monaco and his •-•• Princess Grace !Kelly),
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f MTS Judging Team Places Eleventh

Is?

'E—

The Murray Training FHA
dairy judging team placed 111h
in thelLtate contest held at the
Kentucky State fairgrounds in
Louisville September 13.
Murray Training's team was
composed of Preston Barrett,
Walter Steely and Billie Mayfield. The boys were in coin-

V

-

PAGE PTV&
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other

petition with 88
judging teams.

FHA

Each team judged two rings
of Holstein cows, one ring of
Aryshire and Guernsey and one
ring of pedigreed Jerseys. The
Murray team scored a total of
728 points out of a ,possible 900.

PROCLAMATION

. KIRKSEY
Route 2
News

Geologists
To Lose Good Spot

sponsored by their advisor, Mr.
Carrnon Parks.
All participants rated welL
The largest trilobite ever .disEveryone reported having a very
covered in.the country was pickenjoyable and enlightening trip.
ed op in the quarry. But the
Charles Nesbitt
The dairy judging team, seed
insect-like animal almost was
Reporter
identification judge and dairy
overlooked by its finder.
showmanship contestants of the
Irving G. Reimann, former Hazel Chapter of Future Farmers
BOY SENTENCED
geologist at the Buffalo Museum of America attended the KenPa. 621 — A' 14litaRTOW,
of Science, took a piece of tucky State Fair at Louisville
year old boy was sentenced- to
Onondaga limestone rock with the 12th and the 13th.
five years in state prison for
The judging team was com- stealing an aeomobile, the latest
traces of fossil segments In it
back to the museum one day pased of Harold Craig, Jerry in his long .string of brushes
nearly 20. yearS Ago. But it 'Waters and Frankie Coles. T. G. with the law. Criminal Court
soma
s, Cistek eriVred the seed identitica-: JudSn litsoY Arskleisz .saisk
k2-K.04a. /*at'X-iniNfltal.,743
,
d Charles Nesbitt wan sending Jack Hillock to prison
Then one day Reimann decid- tion
ed to break up the rock. When the chapter's representative in the because of his "bad past record."
he split the limestone he dis- dairy showmanship contest. Ralph
covered the large trileAte. Mort Stewart accompanied the group
such fossils are less than two as an alternate to the judging
team. The Future Farmers were
inches in length.

hounds" because
store of fossils.

of

its large

FHA News

WHEREAS, the basic need in
'our Nation today is the preservation of Constitutional Government; and
WHEREAS, in order to protect
our priceless heritage under our
unique form of government, it
Mrs. Carlin Riley of Kirksey is essential to support our ConBUFFALO, N. Y. --RR— Gehas been on the sick list but is stitution, "The most wonderful
work ever struck off at a given ologists will lose one of their
some better at this writing.
time by the ibrain and purpose favorite digging areas in this
Dan Ross built and installed of man," and
part of the country shortly with
a new bathroom for Mrs. George
WHERBAS, for its proper gap- construction of another link in
Camel which is real. nice . and pc. 'sit 5'is;
New -*York State Thruway.
of which she is certainly proud. citizens understand its provisions
Plans being drawn for an exPotts,
Shelby
Mrs.
Mr. and
and principles and appreciate its pressway oall for its extension
recently rnam`ed, were honored values and benefits as "The
he 70-acre Williamsthrough
with a houseriold shower Sep- greatest document for human
on the outskirts of
Quarry
ville
tember 13 at 2:30 p.m. in the liberty in two thousand years of
Buffalo. For years the quarry
home, of Mr. Potts' parents. The recorded history", and
has been an attraction for "rock
hofitesses were Mrs. Tedd Potts
WHEHEAS, the Daughters of
and Mrs. Gene Potts. Games the American Revolution are
were played with prizes being sponsoring the observance of
won by Mrs. Max Oliver and Constitution Week, Sept. 17-23,
Mrs. Chile Beaman. The honoree 1957, in commemoration of the
was the recipient of many lovely 170th Anniversary of the adopand useful /A/B.
tion of the Constitution;
NOW, therefore, I George Hart,
Mr. Ehnus Carson is on the by
virtue of the authority vested
sick list at this writing.
in me as Mayor of the City of
Kenneth Palmer and family
and Mrs. Partner's mother at- Murray, in the State of Kendo hereby proclaim the
tended the state fair in Louisa tucky,
vine last week and reportedt hav- week September 17-23, 1057 as
Constitution Week
ing a nice time.
IN THE City of Murray, and
Shelby Putts ahd wife were
callers in the home of George urge all our citizens 'to pay
Carnell Saturday night. Also A. special attention during the week
V. Farless and wife visited in to our Federal Constitution and
the Cornell home Sunday after- the advantages of American citizenship, honoring United States
noon.
Flags and especially emphasizing
Mr. and Mrs. John Perry spent the purposes of Good Governlast Friday night with Mr. Per- ment as set forth in the Constisister, Mrs. Sam Cole, who tution's Preamble and the duty
of ail persons fin our Republic
lives near Brewers.
to protect our I Constitution and
Dan Ross has instalfed i bath the freedoms in its Bill of Rights,
room for Willie Emerson. If any- so that it may -continue to proone-needs any work along that tect us and our posterity in
line, he can do it, for he is a "This Nation under God."
carpenter, plumber, electrician
George Hart, Mayor
and lays brick and is good at all
the trades.
FISHES TROUBLED WATERS
NEITHER COLD nor rain nor piston knock are expected to keep these 13 Chicago postmen from the Jim Dixon and family and
completion of their appointed rounds as they load their new Mailsters. The Mailsters are
swift
Pearl Batts and family ,of St.
motorcycles with reinforced fiberglass bodies and tops, side curtains against that cold
three-wheel
Louis visited their brother. HarMIAMI ah — Novelist Ernest
7h -hp engines. They get 50 mites s sr gallon. Waving from two of the Mailsters are
and
rain,
and
very Dixon and family, a short
(International Soundphoto)
Hemingway, who lives on a
Postmaster Carl Schroeder (foreground) and Rep. Emmet F. Byrne.
time ago.
ranch in the rural interior of
On Saturday afternoon, Sep- Cuba, indicated he is
more interer•4E.••••••••••• ii•••••••••
0•I•••
tember 14, Mrs. Doyle Pierce ested in the fishing in Cuba than
•••••••••••• wry
0
00
was honored with a stork show- the political uprisings. Heminger in the home of her sister-in- way returned to Cuba Friday
dP
law, Mrs. Don Paschall, Mrs. night after stocking up on fishing
Pierce opened her many lovely supplies. He said on his departure
and useful gifts after which re- the Cuban political situation was
freshments were served to ap- not bothering him at all, and
proximately forty - five guests. that he was doing a lot of fishing
Some who were unable to attend and generally "taking it easy."
sent gifts.
your
'Reflect upon
present
FIRST TV
blessings of whidh every man
has many, not o're your past
SEOUL, Korea QS — American
misfortunes of which all men servicemen in the Seoul area will
have some.
see their first television from
To know God's will is mans home Sunday. The inaugural telegreatest treasure, to do His will cast from the . military station
is life's greatest privilege.
AFKN-TV will be aired simulGoodness consists not in the tatously over AFKN-radie. There
outward things we do but in the are approximately 40 TV sets
inward things we are.
being installed at service clubs
Lazy Daisy
and unit day rooms.

411111•111111111111•11116.

MURRAY

.RIVE-IN

CtlICAGO POSTMEN Fb‘ti) UP LEITER PERFECT

:1y.. tilenroe
is is the made in Now
an a year of
adopIeJ,
s "learned 3
ioattl Photo)

l :04
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SEGREGATIONIST JOHN KASPER (left in photo at right) is shown with
his attorney in a Nashville. Tenn., court after he was indicted by
a grand fury on a charge of inciting to riot. He was unable togneet
bond of $2,500-and remained in the county fail. At ton, left, Rev.
John Mercurio, a follower of Kasper, was found guilty on four
charges involving loitering, vagrancy and disorderly conduct and
fined a maximum of $50 each. At bottom, Charles Reed is shown in
an auto with the Ku Klux Klan symbol on the side. This photo was
made shortly before the Hattie Cotton School in Nashville, Tenn.,
•as blasted by dynamite. Reed, who was turned over to the Nashville authorities by the FBI, is being herd-for further tattOsijspelay•
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HOLLAND'S GROCERY
( FORMERLY WATERS GROCERY)

* Free Delivery — Quality Foods *
12th & Poplar

Phone 275

GET A WINNiNo DEAL ON A NEW

',rrnssn

CPr\ `r

7%10
Start
CARTOONI

LAST NITE OF

MERCHANTS
APPRECIATION
* NITES *
GET YOUR FREE
TICKETS FROM OUR
ADVERTISERS —
To See
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"Tumbleweed"
and

"Safari"
BOTH IN COLOR
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More People Drive Chevrolets Than Any Other Car
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ALWAYS A
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Better try it soon-Chevrolet Be? Air Sport Sedan I

•

There seem to be two kinds of roads

•

Spunk
io sp(1re.

around the country lately. There are
dull, ordinary everyday roads. Then,
there are the'same roads when you
take them in Chevrolet—fun roads!
Stepping along nimbly, surely—
staying on course—traits like these
come just a little More naturally to
Chevrolet. Few cars at any price are
so beautifully balanced. None in
Chevrolet's field have Ball-Race
steering, extra-long outrigger rear

scrumptioug,

springs—or Body by Fisher—to name
just a few of Chevy's exclusives.
As for spirit, swell—take a Chevrolet out and feel that eager 245*
horsepower! Just drop in at
your Chevrolet dealer's—soon!

taste-tempting
ice cream
FA even

ellErROLLT
*Optional at extra ro,t 2,-o-kp. vs engine also
available at extra cost. .

Weal •
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Only franchised Cherrnlet dealers
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display this famous trademark

See Your Lical Authorized Chevrolet- Dotier
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Li' friendship between Khruslichev and Zhukov may be coo.ing.
Harvest Poses Problem
Khrushchev must be worried,
7150 over the. serious lag in the
Russian harvest.
Pravda. the Communist Party
Newspaper, and other organs are
complaining -cif the- - delay
the grain harvests in Slberi.:
the central Asian ' republic •:
-Kazakhstan. and Byelorussia.
By CHARES M. McCANN
Insufficient machinery and inUn.ted Press Staff Correspondent
efficiency. are bVillg___bianwti hr
Xtluta S Khrushchev's prest
.
klac • s.etu4itipn.
as "qe.-.*Y- •SuVi tlreti'wc'$k- ,
-)steise
./rfreistriavisisli
sia's collective• leadership seen*
it he can absolve himseLf fr.,•,e.
His recent victory over Georgi a big share- o t
M. Malenkov, Vlacheslav M. Mo- has assumed pert. naI res
lotov and Lazar M. Kaganovich sibility for the overall agricultural
in the ruling Precidiom of the program.
There -6; no suggestion that
Russian. Communist Party has
secrefailed to strengthen his personal Khrushchev's job as first
tary 'of the Russian Cummuni,t
position.
.
On the contrary, it has seemed Party is in danger.
Khukoy Top Man?
to make it more apparent that
But it is possible that Zhukov
he is not. a "strong man" of the
is really the .strong man hi the
Josef Stalin type.
and. thlit
Khrushchev won out—narrowly Presidium at present,
on his
—in the Presidium dispute only Khrushchev is dependent
with the aid .of Marshal Georgi support.
There are reports in European
Zhukov, defense minister and
capitals that the next big move
army leader.
'another govZhukov and Vice Premier Ana- in Moscow may be
It is suggested
stas I. Mikoyan increased their ernment reshuffle.
Bulganin may
own strength as members of that Nikolai A.
be replaced as premier by Miltthe collective leadership.
event ' Bulganin
There are indications now that oyan. In that
would be kicked upstairs. officially by replacidg Marshal K'imem Y. Volushilos as the figure
/
For- am Evening of
•
head president of Russia. Voro•
Pleasure
shilov is 76, and has long been
retire.
DINE and DANCE! roady to
; if
If Bulganin were ;replaced
SATURDAY NIGHT
w;;uld be because he sided, for
2 a while. with MalenkoV, Molotov
at the Rose Room
t* and Kaganovich in• their attempt
•
•
to oust -Khrustichey from
Communist. Party leadership.' .
•
But the replacement would be•
•
• simply a tidyirug-up job in th
t
Presidium. It would not necessar•
Fulton, Ky.
•
• us mean that Khrushchev .is
2
— Where —
•
I stronger.

[ Khrushchev
Prestige
Is Dimming _
•
"
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z Fine Foods are Served .
at
i What
t
Reasonable Prices
Try Our Famous
PRIME RIBS and
OEL1CiOuS STEAKS

Chuck Roast

•

HAMS

ENERS Round Steal
89c
idwest

Weed-Free
Tobacco Beds

MAIN AT TENTH STREETS

it1 good cone

CHOICE
USED - Sewin
fore 8 a.m.
Hall, phone
200 LB. ST(
reconditionoi
gas heaters
Phone 7.

IF
qu,Mer Frid
urday, call.
George Shoi

FRESH, JUICY

f

SIEGLER 0
A-1 conciiii
and 300 gal
dergr; unci g
South Est) I

T

HELF

'St,BSTITuT
daily Ledge
toute. Must10 13. DeWi
1118.

LADY '1'0 I
gook, and c

dry

Ice CreaM 5

IN

89

•

WHITE
YELLOW
i000LATE

TH IS EASY
O NLY MINUTE RICE
IS ALREADY COOKED

a. 47c

Sftedie 05, 1

kn .w ii
bet .wa
gliatizu:
f.
on the fat
th• Mn.

Au.4

BuY 3 REGULAR SIZE AND. I
'
ir
EXTRA BAR FOR ill l(Uptid Oey)

•.‘ GET

-rir.11E

Swift'ning gives you
SUNSHINE

CRACKERS
111). 23c

ogiR CAKES
00ER PIES!
ott NuTWION!

r
ek/

3LBS.

10MATO
KETCHUP

79g

KENTUCKY BEAUTY PORK&BEANS

2—

YOU

BETTER SPREAD

CAMPBELL'S

MARGARINE

SOUPS

DOG

T
jEF

21/2 can
D

15C

CRACKERS

With Horse Meat Base

PU
TO HEAR

ITS NEW

PASTOR

Visit Our Produce Department For All Fresh Fruits anti Vegetables

NANAS lb.

A. THACKER
In

REVIVAL MEETING
7:301mn,

10e

YELLOW

15c ONIONS

Sept. 22-29

ROY DISSPAYNE, Song Leader
- For An Sefticai)
(Nursery-ape

541* 13.4
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MAXWELL HOUSE
Coffee

INVITES

REV. T.

as iweedg

' -GALLON

gide
PA*6

Work Under Water

Memorial Baptist Church

IgDY'S rive

U.S.

3

N O OTHER RICE IS

—

Stauffer .Chemical Co., Inc.
Tampa. Florida

-

WOK! -10
windows wi
dbor, 1189
Payment. LT!
pay. Home
PI

TURKEYS

PICNIC

U.S. CHOICE

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

i

-?— Chris
ALBANY. N. Y
E. Olsen of nearby We?! NraCks
does undersea paintings. literally.
Ol<eg%s•-doesn't use a bathysphisPe. s.ther. He just pull's on a
diving h.•KKI. tucks his brushes
and paints under his- arm and '
jumps in. He sketches , underwater on gars plates covered
• '
carvas and white jeid.
• The artst cisies his jkinting.1
mostly in the S.;uth Pac.f.c. in
ccnnecton With the cep: ratory
work of tile American Museum
of Natural History of N••...• York
.
City.

CANE USED
ittiter with
cenktion. S
Ave.

DRESSED HENS 3

—

i

This Artist Does

Fo

LB

Happens To

N1-... BRUNSWICK. N. J.
. Wt- • aPPens to the shower gl
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
______
_
and the engagement ring %t h., n
the wedding is called off? Well, in this case. Thiire,as
Kucharsky decided n) keep the
S750 worth 'of shower presents
Margaret liodnir decided.ts• lrerep
the MB eagagesnant ring he gave ,
Here's how to do it. her.
That was back in June of.:
Sprinkle VAPAM 'on your
canseed beds now. In the next last year When .KsicharskyBodnar
celled the wedding Miss
30 days it kills all those
his ring back.
weeds and grasses, germi- demanded
The case went to court. toistriet
nating weed seeds, soil
Judge Ge• rge Morrison consulted
fungi and those invisible
three etiqu•ste experts. then gave
nematodes. Come seeding
his decision Thursday.
time you have the healthiest
The judge said he thought the '
soil in the state! You get
gifts should be returned to the
more seedlings per square
donors, but ordered Kucharsky
up to twice as many. and Miss Bodnar — both of South
River — to share them because
And only a few — if any —
neither would ''heed the rules
weeds. Your seedlings are
pr )mulgated by these social arreally strong and vigorous.
biters."
You can transplant fast for
As for the rung, the judge
the best crop you've ever
said Miss Bodnar should keg,
seen.
it because Kucharsky called ot:
the wedding

'r

N'
NSO
JOH
GROCGRY binit rcd-r-t-

Vs per

GroundBeet-39

1 Gifts And Ring

Result is hundredS of dollars saved in back-breaking
work and weeding costs. Yet
VAPAM costs only a penny
per square foot. Make more
profit next year! Don't
share your crop with weeds
and soil borne diseases. Put
VAPAM on your seed beds
now. No special equipment
needed. It's so eioy and,safe
to sprinkle on. You get
stronger seedlings, 'weed
control and more profit. Do
it now for best results.
Approved by the Department.of Agriculture for all
food and fibre crops.

ed••••••••••••••••••••••
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Elvis Gives
Real Ring
To Cal

P.MBER 19, 1957

Zs per word for one day, minimum oil? words for 50o -

per word for terse days. Claasiflod ads

are

payable ist advanoe.
By

ob.

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

FSERVICES OFFERED IfPositions Wanted

PAGE SEVEN
.
A Purple Car
for her first movie role in "Girl
In The Woods."
"He lids six cars," she added,
night. I was in the sitting room • She owns a pair of dimples, wide-eyed. "One of them is
purple inside and out!"
with some other kids when he toe..
Anita added modestly that Elvis
called me in. "That's when he
"On
our
Elvis
drove
first,
date
kissed her goodnight on the first
put it on my finged."
me around in his car while we date.
Anita, a 19-year Old honey got acquainted. We stopped and
-After that we saw a lot of
blonde with sparkling blue eyes, had hamburgers. Then he, teak each other. Mostly we went to
is hostess for a Memphis TV me on a tour of his new house. movies, but we rude his motorshow, "Top Ten Dance Party." He showed me all around the cycle, went horseback riding and
She's in Hollywood preparing!grounds. and the swimming pool. ',toyed bad-minion,.too.
"I'm returning to Memphis this
week before 1 come back out
here to work in the movie. Elvis
DENSE FOG, !ENDING CRASW„called me Friday night and we'll

was packing in his hotel room
to go back to Memphis Monday

VERNON SCOTT

Press Staff
t United
HOLLYWOOD cul - Elvis Pres-

Correspondent

ley, who's been on a merry-gorhiperiencea 11114)k%i pre round
of girl friends, finally
SLEEPING ROOM. Newly dec- DEAD STOCK removed free.
tary wan,s position in Murray.
orated, electric heat, private n- Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
caught the golden ring and plantWife of college student.
r
ed it en the finger of a southern
trance. 207 N. 5th St, Phone tankage Co. Prompt service 7
aelaiec.ative call 1854 ,
S25P ,helle.hairrently in his favor.
.
5190 days a week. CA41 hong , *irate
852-M ajter 2:00.
_
_
Trouble ;is, it was slipped oni
,261. et...ALA
collect, Mayfield 433, Union City
PASSENGER PENALTY
BeDers ieweed--edr,--eenti-itze 5 Te nivisam' UNiernished apart- 1808,
the third finger, right hand. It's
A7C
W
es ION
-Scheduled
seacel Meat Willa_ private bath. and enauk, tweed sport *awe eae.e.
atrunes- are. preparing to.. take only a • friendship ring.
Bid friendship is better than
lo good condition. Call 41. S19C trance, $07 N. 5th St. ehone 146.
a
new step in their campaign
S11)(7 DEAD ANIMALS removed, free
leagainst "now -show" passengers nothing at all, according to Anita
of charge'. Horses, mules, cattle,
WOK! -10 Alhoim Alum storm
'
ssno tad to cancel their reserva- Wood, latest lovelgiht in Elvis'
windows Wi.
th Alum 'screen, one ONE BEDROOM let .1,111g, men, hogs. In compliance with count
tions when their travel plans sleepy eyes. .
door, $189 installed. No down convenient. Phone 632-J. 306 N. state and federal health regula
"Ah was thrilled h▪ a death,"
lions. Phone collect Mayfield, nange. enective Sunuay, nept. Anita trilled in the rich accent
payment. Up to 36 months to 41h St.
S19C
10, 'no-shows" wilt nave to pay
Franklin
Ky.,
pay. Home Comfort Cu., 18th &
62188 or 1224-R
of her native Jackson, Tenn.
a three-uouar penalty.
nights and Sundays. B
Ildaht St. Phone 1303.
04C
'We've only known one another
THREE ROOM furnished apart- Rendering Co., Mayfield Ky.
since July 7 - and here 'he is
USED Sewing Machines. Call be- ment, near college. Call 834.
Complete new management. Jer. SEEK RELEASE
giving me a ring."
fore 8 a.m, or alter 4 p.m. I eon
Sl9C ry Berry, Al Vivrette, Clay Grey.
LONLun ;Le - inc British
Sealed With Kiss
Hall, phone 934-J.
S20C
rereign unice today contirmett
The sparkler is strictly first
UNLurnished roodu. Pri-•
Lam, reports that tsritaiti is try- class - a diamond set in gold
200 LB. STOKER, complete with vate entrance. 506 S. 4th Street,
ing to uLtsun
reatame 01 two and surrounded by 18 sapphires.
Sl9P I WANTED to RENT
reconditioned motor, also four
miensuneu A:tritons.
"I was too excited to remember
gas heaters. R. W. Churchill.
aiOf twu, James Swinbtum and what Elvis said when he gave
FURNISHED APT., electrically
Phune 7.
S21C
2 OR 3 BEDROOM House. Need James hare, weie semenueu
it to he. But he did seal it with
equipped. Steam heat. P
only. After 4:00- p.m. call .867-J, Oct. 1, by business, man trans- zgypt to a emit tu-years im- a kiss," she confided. "It was
IF ifeqTEDESTED in beet by the Rowlett Apartments, 711 Main. ferred. Call Lakeside., 7-7824 in. plisuumen1 respectivety mat Jtuste tnightly romantic.
quAller Friday afternoon or Satcrisiiies
eapionage.
"Here's how it happened. Elvis
S20,P
,
S20C Wilton or Murray 55.
urday, call 1D-6-3"87 or see
Answer to Vesterdares Posste
MODERN Furnished apartment.
George Shoemaker
ITC
CROSSWORD
..
Electric heat. Available now. E. 4 ROOM Mod-rn apartment, pri- .
'3l1 '
.e
AMISS
S
F. Bilbrey, 512 .Bniart St. S21C 'vete bath, electric heat.---Availae-15,4411es
'T.-Attentive .
I.
p,,
E N T
SIEGLER Oil Stove with fan in
3"
-Negative
"-Pose for
ble immediately. R. W. ChurA
B
TA
33
-Mohammedan
portrait
A-1 condition. Life tim4 rings ,'
/chill. Phone 7.
0
title
A
I-Classify
biOTICE
12-Country Of
40-Convent
and 300 gal. drum,
year en- t
N
8
41-Perform
Asia ,
DUPLEX APT. Each side has
dergreund guarantee. Call 1934.1
E
S
tE
42-Class (abbr.)
13-Cyprinold fish
43-Circuit
14-Curved molding
South city
S2IP SEWING Machine Service and three rooms and ba h. Near col44-Speck
15-Alight
L
'
ST
Repair. Leon Hall, one mile on lege. $30 unfurnished. Phone 721
4S-Lampreys
16-European
47-Number
S21C
Lynn Grove Hlwy. Phone 934-J. for appointment.
E
4$-Italian
18-Fruit drink
coin
.
-HELP WzOITEJ.
L
'
Sl9P
19-Bivalve
(pl.)
49-Portico
mollusks
20-Shade
60-Rocky hill
iiVanted
To
Buy
CARPENTRY; by Uglier Home
N
51-River in
23-Ssmboll for
-11UBSTITUTE Cartier for my
Belgium
tellurium
Builders tree estimation, blue
daily Ledger and Times paper
DOW N
prints furnished., Phone L62-xM TWO SM.‘1..t. flack Angus heif24-Istintead ta
II-Standards of
rote. Must be dependable. Age
.'•
perfection
play
ers. Call 796-M.
S23C
x pa n d
S27P
Mayfield.
26
7-Fixed periods
IS -13. DeWayne McClure, phone
-Eludes
- le-Tucked%
of time
211-Inetinea
decrees
TF 10011 YOUR COAL reeds call
$16.
8-Drunkard
Ts-Above
3-1 1,rse's neck
HAND Operated washer and
9-King of
30-Scorch
hair
Lassiter Coal Company. Phone '
Bashan
31-Domesticate,
4-1;nal
Call
wringer
in
good
condition.
LADY TO DO light house work: 624 or 834.
In-Note of scale
33-Adjudged
5-M,re Inane
S19C 1322-J. ,
S20C
1I-Symbol for
intik, and Care for mother and
tellurium
,
2 3
v
5 ...
7
9
• bee for two weeks. For addi- WILL PICK UP garbage and
17-Bone
19-Sleeveless
tIrEat information call 1222.
rubbish. Call 794-J. U. CeXen- APT. SIZE •
.1c
.n good
13
skulks
20-N.latened to
S20C nerly.
1TC
S19P condition. Phone 1406.
al

ONE. USED Warm Morning coal
heater With jacket. Excellent
conletion. See at 1637 canner
SHIP
Ave.

PUZZLE •

F

beauty says she and

4

Ammo.
'6

w

marrtage.--Rutr-htrr-- parent,'
and three orothers have met the
reen-zage---TdoI and improve el
him.

11(0
[1M

'
e)

e

•
.
.
I.
.
a. In. J,e..e Seestelth Ncar
at
ti,e 44-rm.
• -;••••1 i.y a flat tire
Slit
• boriii• re el.two al tix
w,.it slur sre.....1,t all
The

anderw_ Gacvn. obviously

,

it war.t sirfiers
tie told her he
:,-r-r - teive • Vie.ae. hat when lw
lift her slime to flit the tire. a phone
r,.
Deborah answered it 'Get out
t:4i stay out!“ as angry vol.','
runnel. 'Tour,' not %%anted heteher curiosity
about the house, a brutish face riarea
as her through • window. Garvin
sent Dchorah away without_ an eap!.2 _two of these trapPearagf."
r r
ri 1,1,1 her 111-re was good
•
.1
to be spied upon
,1„.3
:40$r said that Cat%In
:
I, V.
Erica a lazy so,.
eat ele.s curdle t. Erica's
1 found her An bed, beaten to
L
tnie aft,
The murder
II .A4.4 ,I11,111g.
ninde by Oarvin
t: • It
I nu-ling was such
1,,1,, fah •ouldn't believe him a
r.
• ,. This and D,•b,raill's action
^'
In etarvin's aul when he Is
hr,-t by an angry crowd in Oartiock
C31/. o.
11. She do,', not
kn •w that thio, roll has pet out on
Ler Gwas to ,inv..stivate the case, beginning with a visit to the Calvina'
former nui.d. The maid bib. her that
on the fatal day, 51,0 was rent away
*bd.. Bra, Galvin entertained a male
caller.

CHAPTER 10
THULE.WAS SPACE in the old
1 c.oachhouse for half a dozen
Cars, After she had parked her
own, An a convenient position for
it out again. Deborah n4lir
tired the gleaming paint and
chroniiiim of a sports car by the

taking

far wall.
The man on the ladder turned
his head to inspect her inquisitively as she walked back down
3314 drive. Ile was unwashed, uncombed,. unshaven, arid the seat
of his trousers irilooned out be- hind as if they had been- made for
a much larger man. He had an
unhealthily yellow skin, a mouthful of decayed teeth, a shock of
iron-gray hair. He might have

. been of any age between fifty and
sixty.

e-

The sight of his slack lips, protuberant eyes and porcine nostrils
tent' a shiver down. Deborah's
livr race faltered. It was
moment of shock. She was
• Bute that his was the brutish face
pci•red in at her through the
..* window of Andrew Gervais kitchen on the previous night of
•
a

Wintering wind end rain.
' When she returned to the coraforung normality of the liv ing
Twirl, Joyce patient at once that
Deborah was shaken. •
"Veiling, what is it? Seen a
ghee t 7"
"There's.a dreadful old men out
•
there, on • ladder!".
"That's only /feeble• ," sald
Joyec,latighine at her. "Ile'S
'V filthy old ere:0.11re _and lie drinks
- but he's the only Oddlike a
,
nistsven. tho-4444plaioil400st"
"tie doeen't look human,"
"Ile isn't -.. quite. But we're
jolly glad to have lion,' Be comes
he
Hit at
anti .g,'.

e .
..41J

3,
I..

By JAMES RONALD
C 1357. by Junes Ronald. Distributed by King Features
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Syndicate.

si.

on

'e. . Li s tar
for Ewan to

hie .rt.e' e ,T,Le ear4eit v.es ie
wet_ Lo..a..1 Cat ea :.n i e ..,
it .
cc;:e with."
her very much . .
still loei .
Seated beside the fire, with her her?"
-Or that she's become an
-baby
as:eep in a huge clothes
trast:et betide her, Joyce told her session."
"You honesUy do believe i.e did
cousin about Scotin. As long as
anyone could remember, he had kill her, don't you?"
'I
don't know anyane who has
existed shiftlessly in a crudely
converted shed on the outskirts the slightest doubt of it
"'To darling Joyce, with love':
of Garnock. lie lived alone, except for a mongrel dog that said Deborah, reading an inscripleolted most of all like a mastiff. tion scrawled flamboyantly acroes
Scobte was a scrounger, a poach- the lower right hand corner of
er, a clothesline robber, every the photograph.
"She called everyone darling,"
kind of petty rogue. But those
who complained of him to the said Joyce, reddening. "Then you weren't a special
police generally lived to regret it,
because of the vindictive annoy- friend?"
"Oh, perhaps I was," Joyce adances he caused them.
mitted reluctantly. "We saw quite
He worked only when in need
of ready cash. Ile knew all the a bit of Erica and Andrew when
they were first married.
They
tricks of living with the minimum
were different, somehow,from the
of effort.
The police had emordinary run of people. More exployed him for a week or two, to
with. I suppose."
help In their search Mr the weap- citing to be
The door opened and Ewan
on that killed Erica Garvin.
walked in, long, lean, ungainly.
Deborah looked thoughtful.
and glad to be home. He was de•
"Joyce," she said suddenly. "Supmending to be told what was for
posing it was Scobie who killed
tea when the, telephone rang.
her. He'd know how to hide the
Joyce hastened to answer. After
weapon so that it never could be a brief conversation she looked
found."
surprised and said doubtfully,
"A while ago you said It was a "Well . .. I'll see what he says."
Male -visitor who killed her. Do
"Who is it?" asked ENIan,
be consistent," Joyce responded dandling his son.
tartly.
"Judith Machich," said Joyce,
"You couldn't. pot anything covering the mouthpiece with her
past a man like that," Deborah hand. "She's a man short thr
pressed. "I have a hunch he's dinner tomorrow evening. She
involved in sonie - way. Perhaps wants to invite Inspector David
he found the weapon and hid it Gray."
"I'll bet that WILS Hector's
Joyce Snorted. "Forfeiting Hip Idea," said Ewan, frowning. "lie
reward he'd have got from the has a perverted sense of humor."
police?"
"What do you mean?" asked
"Perhaps he thought he'd get a Deborah.
lalgger-reveard from the marder"The Sinclairs will be at the
party," said Ewan, "and Enid
"There must be something else Sinclair is Andrew Garvires sisto talk about," Joyce said fret- ter. It's a bit thick, asking her
to dine with the policeman whoei
"By the way. I saw a snappy doing his best to convict her
sports ear in the coachhouse. I brother.
Not that Enid has a
didn't know you owned one."
• 'good word to say for Andrew."
"We don't. That's David Gray's
"They fell out long ago," said
MG A."
Joyce, "If you ask me, it was
"A bit dashing for a police in- because 1_1111 Sinclair was tqceqiuch
spector."
Still, you'd
attracted to F.rkca.
"He likes to get out In the think a sister would stand by her
country When he's off claw. David brother, not disown him in trouble
lets Shear' use it any other tithe." as Enid has done."
Deborah stretched and yawned
Going to the foot of the stairs,
in luxuriant drowsiness. 1'1 ought 'she called: "David!" Inspector
tn be writing letters but I'm too Gray amwered by running down
comfortable to go upstairs for my to the first floor landing and
writing paper."
banister.
putting his head over
"No need for that," said Joyce. When he heard Joy
message
"You'll find note paper end pens he gave a low whim
d came
drawer
ef
in the top
the desk down into the living
n.
over there."
"Pretty cool," he O,menteii.
The drawer opened an inch or "You'd better tell Mn. MacInch
so and then Stuck. Taking out thila Mr. Gray admires her nerve
the photograph that had been the lett declines her invitation. No,
obstruction, Deborah straightened weit a minute." His appraising
the crumpled cornera.
glance had fallen on Deborah, who
"I know this face," she said.
was regarding him with faVit
"It's Erica," said Joyce, coming hostility. "On second thouggt,
look.
"Wasn't
she
to
lovely?"
tell her Mr. Gray will be delight"Andrew is painting a portrait ed to come to her party."
gerden

least he keeps llie place from be- of her from memory. I saw it in

"I
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Soviet Union
esting Missiles
3r) -

LONDON
The Soviet
Union is testing its latest type
weapons ,-- missiles and rockets
-in current naval exercises in
the' Arctic, infernatod sources said
today.
The five-week maneuvers are
being held in a wide area comprising the seas north of the
Scandinavian Countries and the
northern coast of the Soviet Union
below the Arctic Circle.
Timing of the exercises at
first was believed motivated by
Moscow's desire .to demonstrate
Russian naval strength as a challenge to the West, coinciding
with the NATO. naval maneuvers
in the Mediterranean.
Two other considerations since .
have emerged behincr'the Soviet
mei 3.:
A

Northeast airlines

agent inspects tangled wreckage.:
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Injured survivor Is carried

• HOME
• OFFiCE
• SCHOOL

from crash oa a stretcher.

10 Kit!:, 14 injured, is the toll in crash of a nerthcast rillincs
Bus:on-to-New York airliner which tried to land lii a dense fog at
New bedford. Mass. It canied 21 pasaeageis, hoioneerd bound
Death toll Ls two pilots
from Cape Cud I...Lets,
(international
and elgIA
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by Raeburn Van Bunn

ABBIE en' SLAYS
•
YOU MADE A FOOL OUT OF ME,
BILLY BOYD-HAVING ME TH,NK
YOU WERE A POOR,
STRUGGLING ARTIST WHEN ALL THE TIME
YOU WERE SO RICH,
•eOU MUST HAVE
BEEN LAUGHING
AT ME -

SO THAT YOU'D HAVE A GOOD
STORY ABOUT THE SAPPY GIRL
WHO FELL IN LOVE WITH
A PHONY -

NO, ROCKY -I- JUST WANTED
YOU TO THINK I VVAS POOR SO
THAT-

by Al

LIL' ABNER
4AS NOTCH i-_RAL
telISTAK Y.r--•
MOST
SLOBBOVIAN
GIRLS ARi..
LoO.KING
LIKE MOOSEGrr

I'LL HAVE TO
SUPERV SE
THE
WORK!!
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(slang)
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30-More
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0
555
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81- InecIfitiales
Il 11111
2-Metallte
spangle on
dregs
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Mexico
14-Repeat
VA II
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performaners
15--kfachin• for
Making dots
57-Abbey chief
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Ur,ted Preis Staff Correspondent (11 •
1111'xicH —r—
George Macready. Ado)phe Men-jou. Ralph Meeker. Wayne M -r.
BUFFALO. N. Y. —AP-- While
ris five newcomers from 1.1.-71yand scientific ad• woad and tome .2.000 extras technological
comp:cc-I)
hate
spent eight 4eelts here making eaneements
society in less than a
onanged
•
4...L'd.jtex• or" was movie,
v.:Wept, sewed- • •-- -• 1. et
...N.yth
.•:
c‘,21294.1,5201,11114a.s
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CHALK uPihese FOOD SAVINGS
RK ROAS

•

FRESH,PICNIC STYLE.-

and a degree almost sInval_
• Dit.-sr-m s- f World War I durIng o.did
t.neously.
around
a cruciaft.-hat•le cen•ering
Dean Jeannette Sehudder, dean.
mythical -Ant Hill" irr
_ Sainelkat the University •
dug1114.46.1•-.fr.a d the4regin7reril'4 of women
said 'recently that :n,
Arh.ch hai bt•en an the lines for :Buffalo.
matrimonial aspira"weeks. The men are tired and persistent..
sompa
of the co-ed in the face
due to be pulled out far a rest. I ations
ehar.ging world deserved a
A turprisse visit by the , corppla
•
salute.
Menjtou.
by
played
ner.ander.
C'
Doan - Scudder said stens!
air
cn.ariges the plans. He ,rders
that :he "persistc•i.
mem
d.vsion commander George Mac- indicated
realize
of today
ready to lead an all-out assault" co-ed
ambition of marrage by the ...sr,
On "Ant Hill" •
graduates. Then sh,• can t x-Wayne Morris. a battalion corn- she
to "I.:ye happily there a:render has just returned from a pect
until - the age of 72" — toe r patrol in which he acc.dentally
tult of longer life .ex,pectativ.
killed one of ,is men and de.She also noied' that .by"tlit
acrid the other during a moment
32, she 1.4:1.
time the co-ed
cowardice_
of
have three children. all of their,
j5
Hill"
"Ant
,m
atack
The
school age. and will then at
-,
,
'about- to begin despite the pre
to -Make further contriburead)
I
learnhas
who
tests of Douglas.
ns to suclety."
ed that •it is expected the 5'
The primary purpose- of a lib*
„raj, 2..„.d in 65 per cell: z
-..,,1 education for women the--- ties.
: .:o, Dean Scudder added.
Old Castle Used
training f ,t• late:
,,Murns• and his men panic un- ,....vide
.• .YmellIo" ...... •
• del heavy enemy fire and • :_
Our hope is ro - graduat,•
to take pan in th:- ass.u::. Ma -•ed • and rcason..
weli-integra
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